All deep-sequencing data have been uploaded to NIH Short Read Archive with the project number of SRA346084.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are kind of self-renewal cells which are characterized by their multi-potential to differentiate into different cell types \[[@pone.0149171.ref001]\]. The criteria of International Society for Cellular Therapy (ISCT) defined that MSCs can differentiate into skeleton, cartilage, adipose and some other organs in vitro culture \[[@pone.0149171.ref002]\]. During the past decade, many researches showed that MSCs can facilitate the angiogenesis by secretion of pro-angiogenesis factors, such as VEGF and HGF. The factors that mentioned could contribute to cardiac repair and enhance the reparative progress \[[@pone.0149171.ref003]--[@pone.0149171.ref004]\]. Also, majority MSCs would die after injected in vivo in the ischemic conditions \[[@pone.0149171.ref005]\]. With this unique character, many researches applied to MSCs in their survival and pro-angiogenesis capacity *in vivo* and *in vitro* research \[[@pone.0149171.ref006]\]. Some researchers showed that during hypoxia condition, MSC regulated myocardial angiogenesis by increasing the expression of VEGF \[[@pone.0149171.ref007]\]. However, it is still hard to distinguish which one was better in facilitating new blood vessel growth between Abmsc and Fbmsc.

Gene expression levels can differ widely between similar cells. Pioneering work in transcriptional profiling has been carried out by either multiplex quantitative PCR (qPCR) or microarray technology aiming to distinguish different MSCs \[[@pone.0149171.ref008]\]. Recently the maturation of single cell RNA-seq techniques made it easier to describe the expression profile at single cell and single base resolution \[[@pone.0149171.ref009]--[@pone.0149171.ref010]\]. With its particular transcript factors and target gene, each cell reveals a unique expression state. In this study, we focused on the difference between the single Abmsc and Fbmsc, hope to find the differences during the limited samples.

Material and Methods {#sec002}
====================

Cell culture {#sec003}
------------

Adults BMSCs single cells (HUXMA-01001, from 18--45 years old donors, Abmsc) and Fetal BMSCs single cells (HUXMF-01001, from aborted donors, Fbmsc) were obtained from Cyagen Biosciences Inc. (Guangzhou, China). The culture medium contained mesenchymal stem cell growth medium (Cyagen Biosciences Inc, Guangzhou, China) supplemented with 15% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Hyclone), 100 IU/ml penicillin (Hyclone) and 100 mg/ml streptomycin (Hyclone). Medium was changed every 2--3 days. With the same culture conditions in other research, 5 samples of single hESC cells were downloaded from GSE 36552.

Sample preparation {#sec004}
------------------

The step-by-step RNA-Seq method was described by Tang, et al \[[@pone.0149171.ref011]\]. Briefly, we used a mouth pipette to pick cells manually and transfered it into lysate buffer. We used the microscope to ensure only one cell was in the pipette. Then we started to perform the reverse transcription reaction on the whole-cell lysate. We used terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase to add a poly (A) tail to the 3'end of the cDNA, and then performed 24+9 cycles of PCR to amplify the single cell cDNA. The bulk cell sample was followed the same procedure with about 10000 cells after MSCs were cultured.

Real-time PCR {#sec005}
-------------

The quality of single cell DNA was analyzed by real-time PCR (TaqMan). We used qPCR analysis of a set of house-keeping genes to check the quality of the amplified single cell DNA (The primers of TaqMan were in the [S1 Table](#pone.0149171.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and the normal qPCR primers were got with the Human Housekeeping Gene Primer Set (Takara, China)). The TaqMan procedure was performed using an ABI Step One with 96-well plates as follows: first, 50°C for 2 min to pre-heat the mixture, then 95°C for 10 min to activate the Taq polymerase, finally, 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 1 min. only the expression of the house-keeping genes in the same level were chose for the next RNA-seq.

RNA-Seq library preparation, sequencing and alignment {#sec006}
-----------------------------------------------------

After the harvest of DNA from a single cell, 100 ng of DNA was sheared into 250bp fragments by BiorupterTM Pico (Diagenode, Belgium). The library preparation was followed by BGI's standard procedure. Shortly, the fragment was end-repaired, dA-tailed, adaptor ligated and then with a 4-cycle PCR program. The libraries were sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform using the 50-bp pair-end sequencing strategy. With Aaron M Streets 's single cell sequence advice \[[@pone.0149171.ref012]\], we get 11 samples with 75M reads and 14 samples with 6M reads, and a total of 44.012 GB of data(raw data) was obtained for all the samples together. We subsequently used samples with Q20 \> 90% and Q30 \> 85% for further analysis. In total, 25 sample cells within the RNA-Seq data set met all of these criteria for the final analysis. The hg19 RefSeq (RNA sequences, GRCh37) was downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser (<http://genome.ucsc.edu>). We used the Tophat (v.2.0.12) \[[@pone.0149171.ref013]\] to align the filtered reads to the hg19 RefSeq. Finally, from these 44.012 GB of filtered reads, 34.1 GB (77.3%) of data were mapped to the hg19 reference databases.

Identify of differentially expressed (DE) genes {#sec007}
-----------------------------------------------

To analyze differences in gene expression among the three different kinds of stem cells, we used Cufflinks (v.2.2.1) \[[@pone.0149171.ref014]\] to assemble and compare transcripts. Gene expression was calculated using the FPKM method (Fragments Per Kilobase transcriptome per million reads) \[[@pone.0149171.ref015]\]. We used all of the genes with FPKM≥1 as the expressed genes in the following analysis. During the procedure, P value (two-tailed) was calculated accordingly (two-sample t-test). Corrections for false-positive (type I errors) was performed using Benjamin's false discovery rate (FDR) \[[@pone.0149171.ref016]\]. We use "P\<0.05, FC (fold change)\>2 or \<0.5 and FDR\<0.05" as the threshold to judge the significance of gene expression differences between Abmsc and Fbmsc. The data set was normalized by the SPSS 20 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The heatmaps were drawn by using the R packages as follows: function 'pheatmap', 'gplots' and 'preprocessCore' package, with complete distance and hierarchical clustering method.

Reconstruction of co-expression network {#sec008}
---------------------------------------

This study performed WGCNA analysis to construct the modules of co-expression gene for the stem cell associated networks and their interactions. From the processed expression files, the networks were formed from the weighted correlation matrices following the protocols of WGCNA. Briefly, the WGCNA converts the gene expression profiles into connection weights that can be visualized as topology overlap measures (TOM). We defined modules using a hierarchical cluster method, and used the topological overlap dissimilarity measure (1-TOM) as the distance measure with a height cutoff value of 0.9 and a minimum size (gene groups) cutoff value of 10 for the resulting dendrogram. All network analyses were implemented in the package 'WGCNA' and 'flashClust' in the R environment as Li A described \[[@pone.0149171.ref017]\].

Gene Ontology (GO) analysis {#sec009}
---------------------------

GO enrichment was performed using DAVID (<http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/>) or Gene ontology (<http://geneontology.org/>) \[[@pone.0149171.ref018]\]. A hypergeometric test with the Benjamin and Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) was performed using the default parameters to adjust the P value. The function 'ClueGo' in the Cytoscape v3.2 was designed for integrating heterogeneous expression data and functional network information \[[@pone.0149171.ref019]\]. So we used it to pick the hub genes and modules in the Cytoscape environment with the parameters of "P\<10^−5^, %associated gene \> 8 and kappa = 0.5".

Results {#sec010}
=======

Generation of RNA-seq {#sec011}
---------------------

We generated 44 GB raw data from 8 Abmsc, 15 Fbmsc, one Adult bmsc bulk cell and one Fetal bmsc bulk cell. The generation of data from hESC was downloaded from NCBI database. All samples were separated into two parts for sequencing; the first part of the sample was on average 75 million 100-bases long reads, while the second part of the sample was on average 6 million 100-bases long reads ([S2 Table](#pone.0149171.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Transcriptional profiles across different cell types {#sec012}
----------------------------------------------------

We first analyzed how many known genes were expressed in each of the 25 samples. On average, we detected the expression of Abmsc, Fbmsc, Abmsc bulk cell and Fbmsc bulk cell with the number of 7434(31.9%), 7126(30.6%), 9611(41.2%) and 9369(40.2%) when compared to 23289 RefSeq genes([Fig 1a](#pone.0149171.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![The general results of the RNAseq.\
a) The distribution of genes in single cell sample and bulk cell sample with the FPKM≥1, red: Fetal bmsc bulk cell, blue: Fetal bmsc, green: Adult bmsc, orange: Adult bmsc bulk cell; b-e) The Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficient were calculated between different groups. b) Abmsc and hESC; c) Abmsc and Fbmsc, d) Fbmsc and hESC; e) Adult bmsc bulk cell and Fetal bmsc bulk cell; e) Unsupervised clustering of the transcriptome of single cell sample. All RefSeq genes expressed in at least one of the samples with FPKM ≥ 1 were used for the analysis, with the order of hESC, Fbmsc and Abmsc.](pone.0149171.g001){#pone.0149171.g001}

To determine whether these gene expression profiles have different correlations among cell lines, we analyzed RNA-seq data of Abmsc, Fbmsc and hESCs by Pearson correlation coefficient and unsupervised hierarchical clustering ([Fig 1b--1d](#pone.0149171.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Fig](#pone.0149171.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The result showed that Abmsc and Fbmsc bulk cell get closer distance than single cells, hESCs were far from both MSCs. Similar cell expression was also supported by principal-component analysis ([Fig 2a](#pone.0149171.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Next, we started to analysis the differential expression genes (DEgenes) between the three different cell groups. With the threshold of "P\<0.05, FC (fold change)\>2 or \<0.5, FDR\<0.05 and the union set among three groups" 4948 genes were judged as the DEgenes. During these genes, 948 genes showed up-regulated and 768 genes showed down-regulated when compared between Abmsc and Fbmsc, other genes showed significance when compared with hESCs ([Fig 2b and 2c](#pone.0149171.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 File](#pone.0149171.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We carried out GO terms analysis for these differentially expressed genes and found the up-regulated genes were enriched for GO terms related to Extracellular matrix organization(Enrichment Score: 9.11, p = 4.3×10^−12^), Cell motility (Enrichment Score: 7.14, p = 3.4×10^−9^) and Angiogenesis (Enrichment Score: 7.03, p = 8.4×10^−9^); down-regulated genes were only enriched for Cell cycle related terms (Enrichment Score: 11.2, p = 8.3×10^−11^).

![The DEgenes among the three cell lines\
, a) Principal-component analysis (PCA) of the transcriptome of three different cells. The different color circles indicated the three different cell lines. PCA1, PCA2 and PCA3 represent the top three dimensions of the genes showing differential expression among these cells, which accounts for 16.69%, 9.37% and 4.17% of the expressed RefSeq genes, respectively. b) Volcano plot of genes differentially expressed in Abmsc and Fbmsc samples. The log2 fold change difference between the samples was represented on the x-axis, and negative log of q-values is represented on the y-axis. Each point represents one gene, which had detectable expression in both samples. The genes differentially expressed in Abmsc compared with Fbmsc were plotted in blue for down-regulated genes and red for up-regulated genes, and non-significant genes are shown as green points. c) Clusters of genes showing representative expression patterns during three cell lines. We selected all of the genes that were differentially expressed between any two samples (fold change \> 2 or \<0.5, P \< 0.01).](pone.0149171.g002){#pone.0149171.g002}

Interestingly, when we compared the 2 different bulk cell samples, we could only find 48 DEgenes in the comparison (17 up-regulated genes and 31 down-regulated genes, data no shown). This was also supported by the relatively short distance between these two groups of bulk cell in the PCA analysis.

Reconstruction of network and evaluation of module significance by gene ontology term enrichment {#sec013}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the first analysis, we identified 4948 genes as DEgenes that have significant expression difference among the three different kinds of cells. These DEgenes were used to reconstruct the co-expression network and identify a number of modules of high co-expression genes with the help of WGCNA. We shifted the module with the threshold of gene significance \>0.4 and P value \<0.01, and found that 6 modules matched ([S2 Fig](#pone.0149171.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S3 Table](#pone.0149171.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Next we used the ClueGo in the Cytoscape (v3.2.0) to analysis the relationship between pathways and the six modules, with the parameters of "P\<10^−5^, %associated gene \> 6 and kappa = 0.5". Only two modules were enriched in GO terms related to specific Biological Processes (BP): module blue and module red.

Module blue consisted of 5 clusters, including: vasculature development, regulation of migration, cellular response to chemical stimulus, negative regulation of cellular process and extracellular matrix organization, other genes were focused on the abolished terms. During the five GO term groups, the top 5 significant GO terms were blood vessel morphogenesis (GO: 0048514, %associated gene = 9.12, P-value = 3.13×10^−9^), vasculature development (GO: 0001944, %associated gene = 8.82, P-value = 5.67×10^−10^), blood vessel development (GO: 0001568, %associated gene = 8.70, P-value = 2.95×10^−09^), regulation of cellular component movement (GO: 0071495, %associated gene = 8.58, P-value = 1.54×10^−09^) and movement of cell or subcellular component (GO: 0006928, %associated gene = 6.25, P-value = 9.7×10^−09^). Based on the significance of GO terms, we focused the 'vasculature development group' and 'regulation of migration group' for the detailed analysis. Vasculature related development showed that 44/45 genes had higher expression in Abmsc than Fbmsc ([Fig 3a](#pone.0149171.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Meanwhile, Cell motion showed that during the 104 DE genes, 96 genes showed higher expression in the Abmsc than Fbmsc ([Fig 3b](#pone.0149171.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![WGCNA analysis on the DEgene datasets.\
a,b) With the function of ClueGo in Cytoscape, graphic depiction of blue module (the vasculature development, regulation of cellular component movement) was shown. Before each viewing modules, parameters of P\<10^−5^, %associated gene \>8, and kappa = 0.5 were used to decrease the genes and Go terms in the module. The colors in the network showed the different cell lines expression. Red mean Abmsc showed the highest expression among the cell lines; while green mean Fbmsc and purple mean hESC. c) The relative expression of ANGPT1, VEGFA, FGF2, PDGFB and PDGFRA between Abmsc and Fbmsc.](pone.0149171.g003){#pone.0149171.g003}

*ANGPT1*, *VEGFA*, *FGF2*, *PDGFRB* and *PDGFRA* were 5 genes that showed the significant fold changes (FC\>6) in the blue module ([Fig 3c](#pone.0149171.g003){ref-type="fig"}), besides, these genes had a strong relationship with angiogenesis and cell motion. Former researches showed that *VEGFA* is a key regulator in vascular development and the progress of vascular development may involve a lot of effectors, including ERKs, PI3K/Akt, FAK and MAPK \[[@pone.0149171.ref020]\]. Also, tumor angiogenesis can result in a dysfunctional vasculature relied on *VEGFA* and its effectors \[[@pone.0149171.ref021]\]. So in order to decrease tumor angiogenesis and its motion, many researches tried different method to inhibit the expression of *VEGFA* \[[@pone.0149171.ref022]--[@pone.0149171.ref023]\]. Angiopoietins (*ANGPT1*) are proteins with important roles in vascular development and angiogenesis. Some research showed that by inhibiting the expression of *ANGPT1*, the integrity of the vascular will be decreased \[[@pone.0149171.ref024]\]. Others showed that in some disease model like acute pancreatitis, the increase of the *ANGPT1* could reduce the symptom by increasing the angiogenesis \[[@pone.0149171.ref025]\]. *FGF2* is one member of fibroblast growth factor family, which had a close relationship to tumor development. Some researchers found that during the hypoxia environment, tumor development became easier. And this progress increased the angiogenesis by *FGF2* \[[@pone.0149171.ref026]\]. Decreasing the expression of FGF2/EGR-1 pathway may also become an effective method to reduce the angiogenesis and vascular motion in small cell lung cancer \[[@pone.0149171.ref027]\]. *PDGFRB* and *PDGFRA* are two members of platelet-derived growth factor family, the expression of both genes could also induce angiogenesis by increasing the number of platelet \[[@pone.0149171.ref028]--[@pone.0149171.ref029]\].

Module red showed only one cluster: Golgi vesicle transport; other genes were focused on the abolished terms. The top significant GO terms were single-organism membrane budding (GO: 1902591, %associated gene = 30.30, P-value = 7.98×10^−10^), and vesicle targeting, to, from or within Golgi (GO: 0048199, %associated gene = 29.03, P-value = 8.78×10^−09^). Based on the GO term research, we focused on the 'Golgi vesicle transport group' for the further analysis. 29/30 genes were found to have higher expression in Fbmsc than Abmsc ([S3 Fig](#pone.0149171.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, no significant relationship was found between Golgi transport and selected genes.

Discussion {#sec014}
==========

This study used single cell sample to have the transcriptome sequencing. The samples were from Abmsc and Fbmsc. These results provide a framework of 23 single cell samples and 2 bulk cell samples. To our knowledge, this is the first time that distinguishes two MSC cell lines expressing profile from single cell level. During this research, we found an interesting phenomenon. The samples from Adult and fetal MSCs showed significant differences in the single cell expression level. However, these results were not significant between bulk cell samples. The results showed that just like other single cell researches, MSCs may also had heterogeneity in single cell level \[[@pone.0149171.ref030]--[@pone.0149171.ref031]\]. That's why bulk cell may have less DE genes than single cell samples.

It is hard for us to explain why Abmsc had a higher expression in angiogenesis than Fbmsc. We may prove it in the further research. However, we think it may have some relationship with the age that the donors hold. The age of 20--30 expressed the "gold" of a life. People will get the highest bone mass, the maximum metabolism level during the whole life. Therefore, the metabolism of MSCs may stand a high level. With the higher metabolism, the angiogenesis will become faster and stronger.

Because the cell lines were from the liquid nitrogen cryopreservation rather than the fresh tissue, the cell debris made the selection more arduous, besides, it was hard to get enough samples for test at the same time, the results may not as perfect as we designed. Nonetheless, our results lead the way for dissecting the molecular regulation of different mesenchymal cells and the developmental potentiality between Abmsc and Fbmsc.

Supporting Information {#sec015}
======================

###### The Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficient were calculated between different groups.

a\) single Abmsc vs single hESC; b)single Fbmsc vs single hESC. All RefSeq genes expressed in at least one of the samples with FPKM ≥ 1 were used for the analysis.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The Cluster Dendrogram and Module Significance, dendrogram showed relationship for the topological overlap of genes and their relationship to modules, which are color-coded.

The picked module was matched two requirements: a) the cluster with the minim gene cluster of 10 and b) with the higher gene significance of 0.4. Other modules were abolished.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### WGCNA analysis on the DEgene datasets, With the function of ClueGo in Cytoscape, graphic depiction of red module (Golgi vesicle transport) was shown.

Before each viewing modules, parameters of P\<10^−5^, %associated gene \>8, and kappa = 0.5 were used to decrease the genes and Go terms in the module. The colors in the network showed the different cell lines expression. Red mean Abmsc showed the highest expression among the cell lines; while green mean Fbmsc and purple mean hESC.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### the expression of DE genes.

(XLS)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The primer of the TaqMan.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Basic quality of RNA-seq.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The P value of the module in the network.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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